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“It is in the interests of our three countries,
which have lived through so much, that here in
Central-Eastern Europe and in the Balkans there
be peace and orderly relations.”
József Antall

On 15 February 1991, representatives of three countries, Czechoslovakia (later the
Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic), the Republic of Poland, and Hungary, met
and created the Visegrad Cooperation.
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WELCOMING WORDS
Dear Readers
The Visegrad Cooperation was revived upon the initiation of my father, József Antall,
who served as the first freely-elected prime minister after the fall of Communism. On 15
February 1991 in Visegrád, leaders of Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland expressed
their will to eliminate every remnant of the totalitarian system, while building a
democratic system. Their joint declaration clearly highlighted their common goals: the
achievement of European integration, and the creation of a free market economy. The
partnership has evolved since then, new goals were set, and it gained strength through
the unanimous actions of its member states.
The aim of the Antall József Knowledge Centre is to render the Visegrad Cooperation
more visible in the field of education and research by organising professional events
and release books. Unfortunately, education systems in Central Europe have yet failed to
integrate the Visegrad Cooperation fully into their curricula. I had always entertained the
idea of realising a programme that would deal with the topic at length and in depth. This
idea became reality in 2013 when the Antall József Summer School was launched during
the Hungarian Presidency of the Group. In 2017, we celebrate the fifth anniversary of the
Antall József Summer School. It is a great pleasure for me to have met such a great number
of young, talented, and intellectual people who persistently advocate the cause of the
Cooperation and are eager to learn as much about it as possible.
In this current brochure, readers are provided with an overview of the five instalments of the
two-week educational programme of the Knowledge Centre, accompanied by interviews.

Yours faithfully

Péter Antall
Director
Antall József Knowledge Centre
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WELCOMING
WORDS
DEAR READERS
Dear Readers
The Antall József Summer School is one of the major events of the Antall József
Knowledge Centre. When the Summer School was launched in 2013, our intention
was to give rise to a new tradition, to provide an educational programme that not
only offers a comprehensive overview of the Visegrad Cooperation, but also gives
the opportunity for the students and lecturers involved to initiate – and with time,
continue – an intercultural dialogue.
This year, the main task of the new organising team was to continue the professional
and profound work of Veronika Antall-Horváth, Former Project Manager of the Summer
School. I sincerely hope that the high standards set by her were maintained during the
jubilee and the students of the fifth instalment, as intended, left with a complex view
of the partnership uniting the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, and Slovakia.
I believe I can speak on behalf of the whole team when I say that, during the five instalments,
we made acquaintances with young and bright people to whom we are very obliged for
choosing us. With their participation, we launched the alumni society this year to make
sure interconnectedness is achieved between every person having attended the Summer
School. I would also like to express my gratitude to the lecturers, partners, and supporters
who have contributed to the successful realisation of all five events.
We look forward to another five years - and hopefully more - of great lectures, workshops,
discussions, and to meeting students and young professionals from all over the world.

Yours faithfully

Mónika Horváth
Project Manager
Antall József Summer School
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THE AJKC AND ITS TALENT
TALENT MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT
PROFILE
The aim of the annually-organised Antall József Summer School (AJSS) is to help students
gain a better understanding of the European Union’s most relevant regional cooperation,
the V4. However, the portfolio of AJSS is much broader: it is not just a knowledge-based
alternative educational platform, but it is also a crucial part of AJKC’s talent-management
initiative. Talent management itself is incorporated into AJKC’s mission and values, as
our aim is to support and give opportunities for students who are keen on developing
professionally through different extracurricular activities. For us, talent is a rapidlygrowing source of value creation, and our main motivation is to make long-term investment
in minds and support talented students through different programmes, conferences, and
courses. AJKC organises its events with the aim of identifying talent and providing the
chance for development. AJSS fits into this strategy, as this programme offers a unique
opportunity for those students interested in Central European Studies who are shaping the
future of this region through their exceptional professional work or research.
Geographically speaking, we also welcome those talented young experts, who reside
outside of the region, but are engaged in Central Europe. During AJSS, they have the
opportunity to meet decision makers, diplomats, and experts, thereby broadening their
knowledge, improving their communication and negotiation skills, as well as learning
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TALENT MANAGEMENT

other practical skills which will be useful for them during their studies and professional
work. Our aim with AJSS is to guide students through different stages of development and
support them in their effort to learn and grow.
The application is more and more competitive every year, which indicates that the
importance of Central European Studies is growing within different academic disciplines.
Students who successfully completed AJSS are eligible to join the AJSS Alumni Society
and the Leadership Programme through which they can become more involved in the V4
and learn new skills.
After five years, we are optimistic about the future, and upon learning how successful
our participants are, we are motivated to continue our work to reinforce the value of
learning, build sustainable processes, and create an environment where talented young
experts of the Central European region can further develop.
Every year, the Summer School focuses on a special topic, taking into consideration the
significant historical anniversaries and international relations-related events.
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FIVE INSTALMENTS OF THE ANTALL JÓZSEF
FIVE YEARS
- FACTS
AND FIGURES
SUMMER
SCHOOL
TOPICS

2013 –

75 APPLICANTS, 48 STUDENTS, 14

COUNTRIES, 41 LECTURERS
List of countries: Armenia, Austria, China, Czech Republic, Germany,
Hungary, Italy, Japan, Kuwait, Pakistan, Poland, Qatar, Slovak
Republic, and Ukraine.

2013
General overview of the East-Central
European region, with special regard
to the Visegrad Cooperation

2014 – 271 APPLICANTS, 43 STUDENTS, FIVE
TIMES THE NUMBER OF THE PLACES AVAILABLE, 19
COUNTRIES, 41 LECTURERS
List of countries: Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bosnia–
Herzegovina, China, Croatia, Czech Republic, Georgia, Hungary, Italy,

2014
25 years after the regime
changes in the V4 region

Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovak
Republic, and Ukraine.

2015 – 315 APPLICANTS, 46 STUDENTS, SIX
TIMES THE NUMBER OF THE PLACES AVAILABLE, 21
COUNTRIES, 40 LECTURERS
List of countries: Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bosnia–
Hercegovina, Bulgaria, China, Costa Rica, Croatia, Czech Republic,

2015
The 20 th anniversary
of the signing of the
Dayton Peace Agreement

Georgia, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Macedonia, Montenegro, Poland,
Romania, Slovak Republic, Ukraine, and the USA.

2016 – 215 APPLICANTS, 43 STUDENTS, FOUR
TIMES THE NUMBER OF THE PLACES AVAILABLE, 20
COUNTRIES, 35 LECTURERS
List of countries: Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bosnia–

2016
The 25th anniversary
of the formation of the
Visegrad Cooperation

Hercegovina, China, Croatia, Czech Republic, Georgia, Germany,
Hungary, Italy, Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro, Poland, Russia,
Slovak Republic, Ukraine, and the USA.

2017 – 246 APPLICANTS, 36 STUDENTS, SIX
TIMES THE NUMBER OF THE PLACES AVAILABLE, 19
COUNTRIES, 36 LECTURERS
List of countries: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Canada, Croatia, Czech Republic,

2017
The anniversaries of the signing
of the Treaty of Rome, the Treaty
of Maastricht, and the Treaty
of Lisbon - the role of the Visegrad
Countries in the European Union

Estonia, Georgia, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Macedonia, Montenegro, Poland,
Romania, Russia, Slovak Republic, Turkey, Ukraine, and the USA.
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FIVE YEARS - FACTS AND FIGURES

2013

2014

Frank Spengler

HE Péter Szijjártó

Resident Representative

Minister of Foreign Affairs

Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung

and Trade of Hungary

in Hungary

Karla Wursterová

Jan Krzysztof
Bielecki

Former Executive Director

Former Prime Minister

International Visegrad Fund

of the Republic of Poland

Péter Balázs

Mikuláš Dzurinda

Former Minister of Foreign Affairs

Former Prime Minister

Professor and Director

of the Slovak Republic

Centre for European
Neighborhood Studies
Central European University

Peter Doran
Executive Vice President

Karel
Schwarzenberg
Former Minister of Foreign Affairs
of the Czech Republic

Center for European Policy

Ivan Mikloš

Analysis (CEPA)

Member of Parliament of the

Dr Géza Jeszenszky

Former Deputy Prime Minister

Former Foreign Minister

and Minister of Finance of the

of Hungary

Slovak Republic

Péter Siklósi
Deputy State Secretary for
Defence Policy and Planning
Ministry of Defence

Slovak Republic

2015

2016

2017

John C Kornblum

Hanna Suchocka

Ján Figeľ

Former Senior Deputy Assistant

Former Prime Minister

Special Envoy for Freedom

Secretary of State for European

of the Republic of Poland

and Canadian Affairs

János Martonyi

of Religion or Belief outside
the EU, Former Chief Negotiator
of the Slovak Republic for

John Shattuck

Former Minister of Foreign

Negotiations on the Accession

Former President and Rector

Affairs of Hungary

of Slovakia to the EU

CEU

HE Jakub Dürr

HE Ilan Mor

HE Enikő Győri

Former Ambassador of the State

Hungarian Ambassador to Spain

Former Deputy Permanent

of Israel to Hungary

Representative
Permanent Representation
of the Czech Republic to the EU

Ian Bayless
Staff Officer

Former State Secretary for EU
Aﬀairs, Ministry of Foreign Aﬀairs

Andrej Nosko

Alexander Duleba

Defence Capabilities Section,

Independent

Defence Policy and Capabilities

Energy Policy Expert

Director

Directorate, Defence Policy and

Slovak Foreign Policy

Planning Division, NATO

Association

Anita Orbán
Former Ambassador-at-Large
for Energy Security

Henryka-Moscicka
Dendys

Roman Kowalski

HE Rastislav Káčer
Slovak Ambassador to Hungary

Former Polish Ambassador

Paul King

to Hungary

Editor/Programme Officer
Engagements Section
NATO Public Diplomacy Division

Jiří Sýkora

Deputy Minister

Strategic Relations Coordinator

Ministry

International Visegrad Fund

of Foreign Affairs of Poland

INTERVIEWS

KRISZTINA VARJU
Ministerial Commissioner for the Hungarian Presidency
of the Visegrad Group 2017-18, Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Trade.

What does V4 presidency mean to Hungary?
KV: Holding the V4 presidency is always a challenge and an opportunity at the same time,
especially in such a turbulent political environment. Hungary will host or organise abroad tens,
if not hundreds, of V4-related events where leaders and experts can coordinate viewpoints
and discuss joint initiatives. Our task is to represent not only Hungary but the joint positions of
the V4 group: the V4 presidency has to be the ‘voice of Central Europe’ in several issues. This is
a great responsibility, and we are determined to make the most out of this challenge, with the
main goal being to further strengthen our region and thus the whole of Europe.

What are the main priorities of the presidency and why did Hungary
choose these priorities?
KV: Our Presidency’s motto, ‘V4 Connects,’ refers to the main goal of the Visegrad
Cooperation: connecting our countries politically, infrastructurally, and also culturally,
while linking the V4 region with other partners. Our Presidency Programme reflects this
complex mission with its four pillars. ‘European Visegrad’ focuses on EU coordination,
V4+ partnerships with EU member states, and tackling migration with a focus on security.
‘Regional Visegrad’ includes the support of the Western Balkans and the Eastern Partnership
region, defence cooperation, and energy and transport issues. ‘Digital Visegrad’ is related
to economy: stepping up for competitiveness as a main principle in shaping EU policies,
knowledge sharing in digitalisation, and an enhanced cooperation in R+D+I including startups. ‘Global Visegrad’ involves dialogue and joint projects with more distant countries, as
well as promoting our region thereby strengthening the V4 brand.
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How do you see how engaged are young people in Hungary and in
the region towards the V4?
KV: We see positive tendencies in this respect, but we always have room for improvement.
That is why we support the effective working of the Visegrad Fund, with special regard
to scholarships enabling the mobility of people. The Presidency is also aiming at a higher
visibility of the V4 in education and culture in our countries.

In the programme of the Hungarian V4 presidency, it is set as an aim
to create a ‘better and stronger Europe,’ and a ‘more efficient Europe’.
How can the V4 support this initiative?
KV: The ongoing debate on the EU’s future is a complex process involving many actors.
Today, our region has a rare opportunity to channel Central European interests to this
process. The V4 is an effective tool to do so. Striving for a ‘better and stronger Europe’
instead of fruitless debates on ‘more’ or ‘less’ Europe means that the V4 have a proEuropean, but realistic approach. We should preserve those common policies and results
which can be considered success stories, such as the internal market, freedom of
movement, and cohesion policy; and we should avoid any fragmentation within the EU.
The EU should act on the community level when it is more effective than national or
regional solutions. This requires the pragmatic identification of real problems, through
listening to European citizens. That is why the accountable and legitimate national
governments should continue to have a key role in making strategic decisions on the
basis of mutual respect. In this context, the Hungarian V4 Presidency is ready to invite
European partners for dialogue in V4+ format, based on the equality of all member states.

How do you evaluate the Antall József Summer School as an initiative
focusing on the Visegrad region?
KV: The V4 has never been about politics only. In this context, it is very important that
young people gather to think jointly about the role and future of our cooperation, and
the Summer School provides an excellent platform for this. Hungary and the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and Trade is gladly supporting such initiatives.
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INTERVIEWS

FRANK SPENGLER
Resident Representative of the
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung in Hungary

Why did you decide to support the Antall József Summer School four
years ago? What was the reason behind your decision?
FS: Four years ago, the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung supported for the first time the Antall
József Summer School, because this event facilitated the implantation of our goal to
promote a European cross-border political dialogue amongst young people. We believed
that it was a very clever idea to promote the subject of European cooperation between
the younger generations in the beautiful city of Budapest. Furthermore, we wanted to
extend our cooperation with the Antall József Knowledge Centre, because we shared
and still share the same values and interests in offering political education and research.

What is the relevance of the V4 cooperation in today’s Central and
Eastern Europe?
FS: For Germany, the countries of the Visegrad Group are key partners due to their geographic
proximity, as well as their outstanding economic, cultural, and historical links. Today, Germany
is the most important economic partner of all the Visegrad Countries. German trade with
Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Hungary is 50 percent higher than with China.
This fact alone underlines the extraordinary significance of these relations. In addition,
interactions with our Eastern neighbours represented a critical objective for the European
integration process after the peaceful and democratic unification of Germany. The countries
of the Visegrad Group will play a crucial role in the future of the European reform process.
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Why would you recommend the Antall József Summer School to
students and young experts?
FS: Competent information, excellent discussions, international networking, professional
organisation, and the Hungarian sun, what else can you expect from a summer school?
It is an outstanding experience and a fact-finding mission. It will change your opinion on
Central Europe.

KAS has been supporting AJSS since the very beginning. What are
the biggest developments you see when comparing the very first
AJSS to the last one?
FS: The Summer School has helped to strengthen the profile of the Antall József
Knowledge Centre as an institution of excellence in regard to the training and education
of young professionals and students.
The focus on the Visegrad Countries is politically very important, as over the years the
Group has become more relevant in the European debate. The Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung
has supported until now five summer schools and could benefit from an enlarged network
of politically interested young people in their host countries.
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INTERVIEWS

ANDRÁS MÁTÉ LÁZÁR
National Visegrad Coordinator and Head of Cabinet
of the Ministerial Commissioner for the Hungarian V4
Presidency 2017–18 at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and Trade of Hungary.

Why is the Visegrad Cooperation important today within the
European Union?
AL: In the European political context, the V4 is a regional grouping which can effectively
represent common interests on different levels of decision making. From a Central
European viewpoint, this means that our four countries have a greater weight and visibility
together than individually, and as a result the V4 can be a strong advocate of issues that are
important to the whole region.
This is also positive from the perspective of consensus-building: at the end of the day,
regional coalitions can contribute to more balanced and legitimate joint EU decisions.
The V4 has external significance as well; the four countries have close relations with the
EU’s neighbourhood in the Balkans and Eastern Europe, and have an important role in
supporting their stability and European perspectives, as well as in keeping the European
Neighbourhood Policy high on the EU’s agenda.

Which are the topics where the cooperation between these four
countries are the most successful?
AL: As regards political coordination, we could certainly highlight the constant dialogue and
joint action on various EU dossiers such as economic issues, cohesion policy, digitalisation,
energy and transport-related issues, agriculture, and environment. Joint foreign policy
activities such as pursuing V4+ partnerships with regional and global partner countries, and
supporting projects in our broader region through the Visegrad Fund are also successful
parts of our cooperation.
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Besides these traditionally important aspects, the V4 made a real difference in tackling the
unprecedented migration crisis that hit Europe in 2015: our countries took joint action to
defend Schengen and, on the political level, contributed to shifting the overall political
debate towards a greater focus on security.

What kind of Visegrad Cooperation would be the most useful for
Hungary in the future?
AL: The development of the Visegrad Cooperation has been a rather organic process; this
applies to the topics on the V4 agenda as well as the ways of cooperation. In this sense,
we are expecting the V4 to remain as flexible and effective as it has been so far. In my
view, it is important that in the future we focus even more on concrete joint projects
benefitting our citizens.

How do you think the Antall József Summer School can contribute to
make young people and future experts more interested in the V4 and
Central Europe?
AL: There are two sides of this. One is raising awareness on the Visegrad Countries – their
history, culture, economic potential, touristic opportunities, and so on. The other is gaining
a more in-depth knowledge on the V4 cooperation as such. Both are best served by personal
contacts. Young people from other countries receive first-hand experience about Hungary
through the Summer School, while they get to know peers from the region, and also have
plenty of possibilities to discuss various aspects of the V4 cooperation. The interactivity of
the AJSS sessions is a great strength: lively debates, and a focus on future perspectives are
as important as learning about the history of our region and the V4.
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INTERVIEWS

ILDIKÓ VOLLER-SZENCI
Head of the Brussels Office of the Antall József
Knowledge Centre

How effective are the V4 countries when it comes to representing the
interests of the region in the EU?
IV: During the research we made in the past few months, we have found about 25 think
tanks in the Visegrad region which are very active and represent similar values to the
Antall József Knowledge Centre. Besides the Czech EUROPEUM, however, they do not
have permanent representations in Brussels.
In the annually-published European Union Public Directory or on the European
Commission’s website, the Transparency Register collects all the entities which are
involved in EU public affairs, ie NGOs, trade and professional associations, law firms,
consultancies, or think tanks. There are about 30 000 representations and 550 think
tanks based in Brussels. I believe that the time has come that think tanks from the
Visegrad region are also represented in Brussels, especially in a post-truth world where
first-hand information is the most valuable asset.

How do you see the V4 as a regional cooperation within the EU?
IV: In the European Union, there are several regional partnerships. Some of them are more
formal than the others. It is also interesting to see that many of the Member States belong
to several formations. One of the most popular member countries is Austria, which is part
of about 6 different regional partnerships. These regional partnerships provide faster
access to information, promote dialogue, and bridge interests between like-minded groups
within the European Union, which is a rather slow multilevel international organisation.
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The V4 regional cooperation is one of the most formal one among many, which
attracted attention during the migration crisis of 2016. As this crisis affects all citizens
of the European Union, leaders of the EU work hard to find common solutions to this
all-embracing problem. During the negotiation process in Brussels, the Visegrad Four
composed two official opinion papers besides the most important countries of the EU,
which definitely earned attention and also respect among the other Member States.

Through which programmes organised by AJKC’s Brussels Office are
you dealing with the V4 cooperation? What are those issues which
are relevant today in Brussels?
IV: Since the opening of our Brussels Office, we put great emphasis on the promotion of the
Visegrad Cooperation. As we put special emphasis on topics that bind these countries together,
we launched a four-part event series, entitled My Europe, in November 2016. The primary
aim was to introduce distinguished individuals from the Visegrad Four, who would tell their
personal narrative about European integration and share their thoughts, expectations, and
professional experiences about today’s European Union. We considered these discussions
especially important at a time when Europe is in a kind of identity crises that has only been
deepened by the Brexit. These four events were organised together with the Hungarian
Cultural Institute. Each of these events highlighted the importance of cooperation, as we all
realised that, since our EU accession, we have not really connected on the level of everyday
citizens. Last year, we established a think tank platform that aims to bring us together. As part
of the annual event, think tanks from the Visegrad region and beyond are invited to Brussels
to meet and discuss relevant EU issues. This year, we organised our second meeting that
focused on how think tanks can live up to the challenges of digitalisation and changes in the
political climate. Our plan is to organise the third event during the Hungarian V4 presidency
in early next spring. These events offer an excellent opportunity to meet representatives of
regional think tanks and make connections for future projects.

How do you evaluate this year’s instalment of the Antall József
Summer School?
IV: I really enjoyed meeting young dedicated people. I am looking forward to meeting
some of them in Brussels, too.
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ANTALL JÓZSEF SUMMER SCHOOL 2017
On the occasion of special anniversaries including the signing of the Treaty of Rome, the
Treaty of Maastricht, and the Treaty of Lisbon, the fifth instalment of the Antall József
Summer School, held on 3-14 July 2017, focused on the role of the Visegrad Countries
within the European Union.
The main patrons of the event were the foreign ministers of the Visegrad Countries:
HE Miroslav Lajčák of the Slovak Republic; HE Péter Szijjártó of Hungary; HE Witold
Waszczykowski of the Republic of Poland; and HE Lubomír Zaorálek of the Czech Republic.
This year, 36 students representing 19 countries participated in the two-week educational
programme organised by the Antall József Knowledge Centre. The high number of
applications submitted and the diversity of the participants in terms of countries
represented clearly indicate that the Visegrad Cooperation is becoming more and more
attractive for non-V4 residents too. In addition to the V4, participants came also from the
member states of the Central European Initiative and the Eastern Partnership, as well as
Russia, the USA, Canada, Estonia, Israel, and Turkey.
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OPENING CEREMONY AND
ROUNDTABLE
OPENINGDISCUSSION
CEREMONY
The Opening Ceremony of the 2017 Antall József Summer School featured speeches by
Péter Antall, Director of the Antall József Knowledge Centre, Krisztina Varju, Ministerial
Commissioner for the Hungarian Presidency of the Visegrad Group 2017-18, and Frank
Spengler, Resident Representative of the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung in Hungary.
The follow-up roundtable discussion, entitled Growing Visegrad Identity? – The Role of the
V4 Countries in the EU, included Ján Figeľ, Special Envoy for Freedom of Religion or Belief
outside the EU and Former Chief Negotiator of the Slovak Republic for Negotiations on the
Accession of Slovakia to the EU, HE Enikő Győri, Hungarian Ambassador to Spain and Former
State Secretary for EU Aﬀairs at the Ministry of Foreign Aﬀairs, and István Perger, Head of
Communication at the European Commission Representation in Hungary, as the moderator.
The opening roundtable discussion examined questions such as the existence of a
Central European identity, the unity of the V4, and future cohesion policy. When asked
whether there is a Central European identity, Mr Figeľ responded that Central Europe
is special; it belongs neither to the East nor to the West but represents a territory,
culture, and mentality in between. Ambassador Győri added that the countries are not
only connected geographically but historically and culturally too, highlighting their
experience of decades of oppression. Incorporating the region into Europe was one of
the goals of the cooperation. Therefore, it might seem a bit contradictory that nowadays
the assertion of common interests is sometimes perceived as an affront to the EU.
Mr Figeľ also pointed out that the V4 should use this mentality in a constructive manner and
must remain supportive of the EU, and help countries, with special regard to the Balkans
and Ukraine, in their endeavour to strengthen ties with the Community.
Mr Figeľ also warned that the V4 must stay compact and not isolated. Ambassador Győri
added that the inappropriate labels the partnership is given is due in most part to the
difference of opinion between the old member states and the new ones. The EU slogan,
”Unity in diversity,” is a key concept; it means that non-popular opinions are also accepted
and respected. As for cohesion policy, both speakers emphasised the importance of
solidarity, especially in light of Britain’s departure from the EU.
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LECTURE DAYS

The lectures of the Summer School focused on the most important issues relevant for the
V4 region. The twelve-day event assisted the participants in gaining a more comprehensive
picture of the Central European region by examining topics such as history, economy,
foreign and security policy, innovation, energy security, culture, as well as sustainable
development. It is a great honour for the Knowledge Centre to have welcomed many
dignities, professors, and experts in the two weeks of the Summer School.
One of the highlights of the fifth instalment of the Antall József Summer School was the
possibility to attend the Visegrad Business Forum organised by the Hungarian National
Trading House. The event started with a short introductory speech by HE Péter Szijjártó,
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Hungary, and was attended by the foreign ministers and
business representatives of the Visegrad Countries, Austria, Croatia, and Slovenia.
Moreover, we launched a new tradition with organising the very first Alumni Day of the
Summer School, which involved participants from the previous AJSS instalments who
had the opportunity to present their field of study as lecturers.
Partners and supporters of the fifth instalment of the Antall József Summer School
included the International Visegrad Fund, the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, NATO’s Public
Diplomacy Division, Hungarian gaming service provider Szerencsejáték Zrt., MOL Hungary,
the Slovak Foreign Policy Association, EUROPEUM Institute for European Policy, and New
Eastern Europe (The Jan Nowak Jeziorański College of Eastern Europe in Wrocław).
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CULTURAL PROGRAMMES
GUIDED TOUR OF BUDAPEST
Held on the first academic day, the guided tour of Budapest served a twofold purpose:
it provided an excellent opportunity for students to get to know each other and the city
they were visiting better. The students were divided into groups and sent on a quest of
conquering five destinations, using their knowledge of the globe and the region.
At the five stops including Saint Stephen’s Basilica, Egyetem Square, the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, Vörösmarty Square, and the Synagogue, topics relevant to the
attractions such as authors, books, inventors, and universities, were selected. The tour
ended with all the participants joining the organisers for the announcement of results at
one of the ruin pubs of Budapest, another attraction peculiar to Hungary.

VISIT TO THE HOUSE OF TERROR MUSEUM
The visit to the House of Terror Museum remains one of the annual programmes of the
Summer School due to the fact that, through the interactive exhibition, visitors have the
opportunity to learn more about one of the darkest periods in the history of the Central
European region, namely the Communist Era.

MULTICULTURAL EVENING
The students took part in the multicultural evening where, in addition to engaging in
intercultural dialogue, they had the chance to present food and customs characteristic of
their countries and face off against each other in a pub quiz that measured their general
knowledge of the world. The event took place in FARM, a bar located in the city centre.
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CULTURAL PROGRAMMES
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VISEGRÁD TRIP
Every year, the Visegrad trip is an integral part of the Summer School. The event was
organised with the aim of arranging a personal visit to the venue where the Cooperation
was signed in 1991 upon the initiation of József Antall. Through a guided tour, the students
learned every detail about the Visegrad Palace and its relevance to the Cooperation. As
the visit coincided with the medieval tournament held in the city, the AJSS students had
the chance to visit the medieval market and the palace games.

CASUAL WINE TASTING AT KOPASZI DAM AND BAY
The wine-tasting event at Kopaszi Dam and Bay is one of the best avenues for fulfilling one
of the aims of the Summer School, which is intercultural dialogue. In a friendly atmosphere
created by the beautiful surrounding and the intellectuality of the students present, the
participants had the chance to try out wines from the famous wine regions of Hungary.
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AJSS 2017 PARTICIPANTS
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Rashida Abdullayeva

Alperen Açıkol

Elizaveta Akifyeva

Aleksandra Brodowska

Kristen Csenkey

Michal Demo

Lucie Dofková

Simeon Dukikj

Oleksandra Garshyna

Csaba Gondola

James Hepburn

Lilit Karapetyan

Stanislava Kováčová

Łukasz Lewkowicz

Tonka Marić

Sylwia Mazur

Edoardo Morgante

Vladimir Müller

András Nagy

Andrii Nekoliak

Radovan Ognjenović

Gül Oral

Stefania-Felicia Pavel

Paulina Rasinska

Soňa Rusnáková

AJSS 2017 PARTICIPANTS

Yuliia Rybakova

Russel Sitrit-Leibovich
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Liana Samvelian

Ádám Sashalmi

Josef Ševčik

Piotr Sieniawski

Kristina Tolordava

Mart Veliste

Aleksandra Wawdejuk

Bojana Zorić

AJSS ALUMNI SOCIETY
The 2017 event of the Antall József Summer School gave us the opportunity to get in
touch again with the participants of previous instalments, invite them back to Budapest
to learn about their development and success, and see how their participation in our
programme shaped their career. When we started to organise the event, we realised
that the Alumni Society presents us with the chance to broaden the portfolio of the
whole AJSS programme. The majority of our former participants are either successful
researchers at various universities and research institutes all over the world or they are
building their career in public administration, diplomacy, or the private sector.
As our institute’s profile is characterised by talent management, we decided to create
an event which is more than “just” an Alumni meeting: we launched the AJSS Alumni
Leadership Forum through which we can support our former participants in their
professional career. On the one hand, our aim is to address those academically or
professionally advanced former students who have the leadership potential and
aspiration to rise. On the other hand, we aim to develop a pool of talented young experts
with high potential, who are dealing through their work with the Central European region.
We would like to create a hub of talented young experts of the V4 and Central Europe and
motivate them to initiate new projects together.
During the Alumni Leadership Forum, we offer different programmes to help them grow
into confident and accomplished experts. We help them achieve their professional goals
in the increasingly competitive sectors of higher education, academia, public affairs, and
business. The AJSS Alumni Leadership Forum also helps participants to choose between
multiple pathways of their future career. Through this programme, AJKC aims to provide
excellence to the gifted community of former AJSS students.
Participants of the very first AJSS Alumni Leadership Forum had the opportunity to get
leadership advice and first-hand information about the complex world of foreign service,
with the guidance of the former foreign minister and EU Commissioner of Hungary. This
discussion was followed by a seminar through which participants learned how to build
their personal brand and its importance not only in the business sector, but the academia
as well. Finally, a roundtable discussion with foreign journalists helped participants to
understand the most relevant issues in Central Europe.
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AJSS ALUMNI SOCIETY
AJSS ALUMNI LEADERSHIP FORUM PARTICIPANTS

Andrea Carteny

Andreea Iancu

Armando Guçe

Arsen Khanyan

Eni Mazniku

Jeyhun Ashirov

Kristyna Zichova

Liliana Guevara Opinska

Małgorzata Śliwa

Dániel Péter

Volha Damarad
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Sebastian Holz

Alexandar Vanchoski

Tibor Wilhelm Benedek

Małgorzata Moch

Tomáš Hach

Vasile Rotaru

International Relations Experts

Innovators

Diplomats
Field Trips

Exploring the City
of Budapest

5 YEARS

International Visegrad Fund

Multicultural Evening & Party

NATO

10 Days of High Level

Professional Lectures
Multicultural Environment

Informal Wine Tasting Event
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ANTALL JÓZSEF SUMMER SCHOOL 2018

Exploring the City
of Budapest

FIELD
TRIPS

Do you
want to know
more about the
challenges Central
Europe faces on the
international scene?

10 Days
of High Level
Professional
Lectures

Multicultural
Evening

5

Innovators

Multicultural
Environment
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Informal
Wine Tasting
Event

YEARS

International
Relations
Experts

APPLICATION PERIOD
1 FEBRUARY-31 MARCH 2018

Are you
interested
in the recent
business and
innovation trends
– sustainability
questions?

Would you like
to deepen your
knowledge on
Central Europe?

Diplomats

International
Visegrad Fund

Are you
interested in
world politics
and diplomacy?

Alumni
Leadership
Forum

NATO

Would you like
to be part of a young,
inspiring society, interested
in international relations?
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